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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Stearns 1 and Ames, 2 tap dance died in

the Fifties and Sixties. 3 Walton, New York jazz and tap 

chor ographer, however, felt it only became dormant at that 

time. At any rate, tap dance began to decline in popularity 

in the ifties and was overtaken by ballet and modern jazz,4

although dance studios continued to offer it. Choreograph

ically, tap was fairly simple then. Dance teachers either 

borrowed from vaudeville novelty acts, from Hollywood's 

Golden Age of musicals or from Broadway musical comedies. 

Wh n the writer was enrolled in tap dance classes 

at the Texas Woman's University the idea of reviving tap 

and producing a creative tap dance thesis emerged. The 

writer felt that through experimentation in tap choreography, 

interest in tap dance could be revived. 

1stearps, Marshall and Jean, Jazz· Dance: The Story
of American Vernacular Dance, (New York: MacMillan Co., 
1968), pxv1. 

2Ames, Jerry and Siegelman, Jim, The Book of Tap,
(New York: David McKay and Co., Inc., 1977), p. 90

311An Interview with Ruth Walton", Backstage, (Friday,
May 17, 1963) pp. 13-14. 

4Ames and Siegelman, The Book of Tap, pp. 91-102.

1 
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During this same period the writer was exposed to 

the Stearn's book, Jazz Dance: The Story of American Vernac

ular Dance. In it, much mention was made of the "passing 

away" of true tap jazz dance and its failure to grow with 

the times. The impression made by this book upon the 

investigator, coupled with exposure to tap experimentation 

at the Texas Woman's University, interested the writer and 

s ggested to her that a new form of tap choreography might 

be possible. 

T p dance can be a source of fun for dancers and can 

provide a challenge even to accomplished dancers as they 

attempt to master difficult rhythms. In order to survive, 

tap n eds to become mod rn and relevant to today's audience. 

Although som dancers are trying to accomplish this there 

are still too many old movie musicals being seen, too many 

new movies in which tap is depicted as it was in these old 

movies and too many television shows where tap is seen as 

a humorous dance form as in CBS' popular America 2-Night show. 

In Th Complete Tap Dance Book, Triplett, reviser of the 

original Duggan book, agrees that tap dance is recognized 

now as a creative a.rt form, but only because of the current 

. 1 . 1inter st in nosta gia. 

1ouggan, Anne Schley, The Complete Book of Tap,
revised by M. Evelyn Triplett, (Washington, D. C.: University 
Press of America, 1977), p. vii. 
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The writer chose to do a choreographic thesis not 

only to foster the growth of tap dance but also to show her 

affection for tap dance as a great American dance form. 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

The purpose of this thesis was to present a suite 

of dances which would utilize tap dance in a contemporary 

art form. It was felt that tap dance has untapped artistic 

po ential. Contrary to popular opinion, tap dance is not 

just a series of stunts but requires as much hard work and 

discipline as any other dance form. In tap dance, it is 

possible to incorporate techniques of modern dance and ballet 

while using the feet to make complex rhythmical patterns. 

Jack S anly summed it up this way: 

Now that it's back on the boards again, I'm hoping 
that enough people will be interested in it and inspired 
to bring it ahead, to make it something along with 
ballet and modern dance. It can move ahead if the 
people that are portraying it are interested in improv
ing what they�re showing so that it's up to the level 
of sophistication that today's audiences require. Now 
they're accepting this thirty year old version with 
great relish, but imagine what it would be if the people 
got something superior to what they were doing thirty 
or forty years ago. What worries me today is that.I 
haven't seen anything at dance conventions that gives 
me the impression that any effort is being made to 
improve the visual and the sound aspect of what tap 
dance should mean. They're still using the same move
ments, the same steps, which today are so corny. In 
other words, they're not making an attempt to utilize 
the training they've had in other fields, to put it 
along with what they've had from the past and make 
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something a little bit more intelligent and entertain
ing out of it.l 

It is the choreographer's desire to elevate tap to a higher 

artistic 1 vel for dance roajors, not to relegate it only to 

P.E. el ctive classes in universities as a recreational 

form. As reported in a dissertation written by Terry Worthy 

in 1977, tap nee is not currently considered a creative 

medium by dancers who represent thirty-nine selected 

institutions of higher learning. Only 3 percent of those 

dance ducators f lt that tap dance is a suitable dance 

styl for a creative thesis. Social dance received 5 percent 

approval and ballet 67 percent. Worthy states: 

Analysis o the data r garding types of dance to be 
us din the creative dance thesis revealed that modern, 
ballet and thnic dance are considered appropriate; 
those considered inappropriate are jazz, tap, social 
and folk dance. One juror offered the explanation 

hat some types of dance simply provide more creative 
opportunities than others. 2

This writer, the choreographer for the study herein 

describ d, was challenged by the aforementioned to show that 

tap can be appropriate for a creative thesis and ca.n provide 

re tive opportunities such as those inherent in other dance 

forms. 

1Ames and Siegelm�n, The Book of Tap, p. 115.

2worthy, Terry, The Creative Thesis: Criteria for
Pro edural Development and Evaluation, Ph.D., Dissertation 
Denton, Texas, May 1977. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

As mentioned earlier, tap dance now seems to be 

caught in its past. Tap reached its zenith with Fred Astaire, 

one of the most famous tap dancers. But who are the tap 

s ars of today? Fred Astaire is still mentioned by many 

pee le although he has been retired as a dancer for many 

years. It appears that there are no tap stars in today's 

gen ration. 

In order to revitalize tap dance, it seemea necessary 

o discover how it develop d and why it declined. Tap dance 

developed over a period of many years; its roots may be traced 

to both tribal African culture and the Irish-AEnglish Indus-

trial Revolution. Its early influences reached America. on 

s ave ships where the African and European cultures meshe�. 

While continuing to form on the plantations as a result of the 

slaves imitating Irish visitors, early tap found its way 

in o the minstrel shows of the early 1800s. Performed by 

white performers in blackface, the minstrel shows spread 

ac oss the country as a popular form of theatrical entertain-

1 
m nt. 

1
Ames and Siegelrna.n, The Book of Tap, pp. 27-34. 
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In the mid 1800s Irish and black dancers began the 

tradition of the tap dance challenge, and large rivalries 

were set up by promoters. These challenges were featured 

in the minstrel shows and were instrumental in fusing the 

Irish-African styles.
1 

Tap at this time was for men only and they spent 

long hours developing its movement vocabulary. Irish 

entertainers popularized the waltz clog, the Essence of 

ld Virginia, the soft shoe; and they also began to use 

syncopation. For tap dance, it was a time of experimenta

tior and growth.
2 

After the War Between the States, the minstrel 

sho\\.· died out as audiences began to demand more sex appeal 

and variety. Women became involved in entertainment and a 

few were expert tap dancers. Thus vaudeville was bo n, and 

ap dance moved ahead. Since black and white dancers were 

k pt apart, tap developed in two different realms.
3 

At the turn of the century, the chorus line and the 

Broadway revue came into being, and this "made tap dancing an 

. . . t. " 4 
Am rican 1.nst1tu ion . Tap became glamorous and exciting.

1
rbid. , p. 34. 

2
rbid., pp. 34-36. 

3
rbid., pp. 36-41. 

4
rbid., p. 45. 
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Musical comedy, as a theatre form, used tap to tell 

a story and brought together the dual forces of white and 

black vaudeville. Black choreographers were brough t  in 

to direct many revues, and many of them taught the young 

stars of the Twenties and Thirties.1

'l'ap as a jazz form reached its peak in Harlem 

during the Twenties, Th
0

rties, and Forties when tap dancers 

met in the back room of jazz clubs either to challenge 

another dancer or to learn from him. Dance critics feel 

tha this form of tap dance in particular has died.2

nollywood took over where the Broadway musical left 

cff. Film allowed the musical to be ev n more extravagant, 

and dir ctors tried to outdo each other with spectacular 

e fects. Audiences soon became bored with such excess and 

were ready for a new approach. The time was ripe for Fred 

3 Astaire, and the "Golden Age of Tap" began. 

Th movie musical and its stars flourished until 

th- Fifties when tap was dropped from the stage and films. 

Jerry Ames states, "What killed tap dancing? Ballet. 

1rbid. , p. 4 9 •

2stearns, Jazz Dance, p. xvi.

3Ames and Siegelman, The Book of Tap, p. 55.

s 

e 
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Oklah ,ma! Jazz. West Side Story. Television. Rock and 

Roll. It's almost as if the decline of tap dancing is an 

unsuitable topic for serious analysis."
1 

Tap actually

died in the theatre before it ceased to be used in films. 

Ames continues, 

There were many immediate causes for the beginning 
of the theatre-going public's disaffection with tap: 
overexposure, sloppiness, and lack of originality 
on the part of the performers. For whatever reasons, 
audiences no longer found tap satisfying; and it 
became clear that if the musical comedy was to survive, 
choreographers would have to give the audiences some
thing more than straight, old-time hoofing. So they 
introduced ballet. 2

Ballet made its first hit in 1936 in the musical, 

On Your Toes, and tap thereafter became less useful. 

Interestingly, that same year Ruth Page introduced tap 

dance to ballet in her production of �_merican in Paris. 

Except for the American hero, danced by Paul Draper, the 

remaining characters performed in the ballet idiom. The 

combination was favorably received.
3 

In 1943, Agnes

DeMille choreographed Oklahoma� a smash hit which chiefly 

relied on ballet and almost drove tap out of the musical 

theatre. 

1
rbid., p. 91. 

2
rbid., p. 94. 

3neakin, Irving, Ballet Profile, (New York: Dodge 
Publishing Co., 1936.) pp. l71-l72. 

C 
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The Fifties brought forth a dance form, however, 

even more suitable to the stage - modern jazz. Jazz was 

so well suited to the musical that it dominated the stage, 

and tap finally disappeared from the scene.
1 

Similar changes began taking place in Hollywood as 

television appeared. Movie producers began phasing out 

the lavish musicals as more people stayed home to watch 

television. Tap dance could have moved to the television 

medium but sound engineers seemed unwilling to cope with it, 

as Fred Kelly observed. Because of this attitude, early 

television tap dancing was severely limited. 

Tap dance is experiencing a revival in popularity 

now, but to the writer it has appeared as a mere ghost of 

its former self. Old Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers movies 

can be seen on television and on college campuses and Busby 

Berkeley movies are shown in theatres across the country. 

In a recent television show paying tribute to Bop Hope, a 

tap dance was performed spoofing an early tap number 

danced by Eleanor Powell. The CBS series, America 2-Night, 

included comic tap numbers featuring a Shirley Temple 

look-alike or such acts as a man who played a horn and 

·1Ames and Siegelman, The Book of Tap, pp. 94-98.
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tapped at the same time, reminiscent of vaudeville 

shows. 

On Broadway, tap dance became popular again only 

as nostalgia, with such productions as George M, Dames At 

Sea, and No, No, Nanette. Dance studios and even some 

colleges used the top hat and cane idea, or did tap re

creations of Broadway musical numbers. The chorus girl is 

still a popular tap image, as may be observed at recitals 

and in dance magazines. 

That's Entertainment, a movie containing excerpts 

of past Hollywood musicals,was popular and enjoyable, but 

this film only reiterated the notion that tap lives on only 

in its past glory. As Georgie Tapps remarked, 

Right now, in the old shows they're dancing it the 
same way we used to do it many years ago. It's 
fun to look at nostalgia but is doesn't take you 
any further ahead into the future. l

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The thesis problem was to· choreograph and produce 

a suite of four tap dances employing contemporary free 

form style and utilizing modern music, characterization, 

rhythmic changes and other dance forms. 

1Ames and Siegelman, The Book of Tap, p. 114.
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Certain sub-problems were inherent. Since tap 

choreography is often performed to out-of-date music, the 

choreographer felt it necessary to select music which was 

contemporary and supportive of tap as an art form. Three 

pieces of music were selected which were modern and lent 

themselves to various choreographic approaches in the tap 

idiom. 

GENERAL NATURE OF THE WORK 

Zounds!, the title of the tap suite, was created to 

explore various ways of presenting tap dance for the audi

ence of today. The suite consisted of four dances. Each 

was choreographed utilizing different types of music and 

choreographic approaches and including other dance forms 

depending upon the idea conceived by the investigator. 

The first piece, "Three Variations on an Uniden

tified Theme" used elements of modern dance and Flamenco 

dance both alone and simultaneously. In the final section, 

one dancer performed the modern segment while the other 

two dancers performed a tap duet. The music for this 

dance was a current jazz recording. The choreographer 

wished to emphasize variety within the tap piece in order. 

to maintain audience interest and illustrate the large 

number of possibilities that tap has choreographically. 
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"Too Lazy to be Crazy", a tap duet, was conceived 

with the idea of having a tap dancer perform tap steps 

while seated in a chair. The dancer remained with the 

chair for the duration of the dance and the second dancer 

moved on the stage in contrast to the first dancer's move

ments. Each dancer was given contrasting personalities, 

depicting two bizarre inmates at a mental institution. The 

music used was also jazz, but the instrumentation was total 

percussion unlike the first piece which involved orchestra

tion. 

The third piece, "Cool", a selection from West Side 

Story, was an attempt to perform a tap dance to a musical 

number which had been popularized by jazz dance. Since 

other dance forms such as jazz, ballet, and modern replaced 

tap as the Broadway musical idiom, the choreographer wished 

to discover if tap could be performed to current Broadway 

musicals as it did in the past. "Cool" followed the dramatic 

line of the script with each of the three dancers depicting 

a different delinquent personality. 

Borrowing from its past, "I Got Rhythm • • . and 

Sometimes I Don't", took the once popular structure of the 

tap challenge and stylized it. The dance, performed without 

music by the three dancers, was not an actual challenge but 
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rather an exchange of tap steps between soloist and the 

other two dancers who performed as one. 

ations: 

LIMITATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS 

The thesis was subject to the following limitations: 

1. The number of dancers was limited due to the

availability of skilled tap dancers.

2. The choreographer danced in the work.

3. Distinct, clear sounds were limited by the

availability of a floor suitable for tap

dance. (See Evaluation Forms, Appendix A)

4. The number of rehearsal times was limited.

5. Certain areas of production such as the design

of sets and lights were limited by the scope

of the theatre equipment and availability of

sufficient technical rehearsal times ·in the

theatre. (See Evaluation Forms, Appendix A)

6. The time for the production was limited to a

minimum of twelve minutes and a maximum of

twenty-five minutes by the Texas Woman's

University Department of Dance.

The thesis was subject to the following delimit-

1. The choreographer chose to use only three

dancers to facilitate rehearsal availability.
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2. The choreographer decided that four tap dances

were sufficient to show various choreographic

methods and for the resulting suite to be

regarded as an art form.

3. The choreographer chose to have the tap sounds

in the last dance in the suite provide the

musicality without music.



CHAPTER II 

RELATED WORKS 

Related Literature 

Inspiration for a study of modern tap dance was 

derived chiefly from the Marshall and Jean Stearns book, 

Jazz Dance: The Story of American Vernacular Dance. These 

authors portrayed tap dance in its heyday when it was 

considered the jazz dance. The choreographer was impressed 

with the Stearns' respect for tap dance and their conviction 

that the "American Vernacular" was a dying, if not dead, 

art.1 She was also impressed with the respect that tap

dance commanded in its heyday. It was the tap dancer who 

set the beat for the big bands and constantly created new 

steps. The tap dancer was a neighborhood idol. Accounts. of 

the struggles and accomplishments of the early tap dancers 

caused the writer and_ choreographer to realize that tap dance 

is worthy of consideration by dancers and dance educators.2

Jerry Ames' and Jim Siegelman's Book of Tap provided 

a good discussion of the future of tap dance, although this 

1 . . 
Stearns, Jazz Dance, pp. xiv-xvi. 

2
rbid., pp. 348-362. 

15 
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book is not considered to be completely authoritative by 

all dancers. The most valuable part of this book, to this 

writer, was the many quotes culled from a wide variety of 

professional and non-professional dancers. Group opinion 

ranged from pessimistic to idealized optimism. Dance 

critic Patrick O'Connor for example, said: 

Tap will forever be a nostalgia thing. It's 
an art that couldn't go anywhere. For one thing, 
you need an artist who would be as good as the 
greatest ballet dancer to take an art seriously 
that nobody takes seriously anymore. l

Stearns, however, looked to a bright future: 

There is little reason to believe that the great 
tradition of American vernacular dance has vanished 
forever and much evidence to support the belief that 
a new and perhaps more remarkable age of highly 
rhythmic native dance will arrive in the not too 
distant future. Not the least of our problems is to 
recognize it when it appears.2 

Some people are concerned with tap as it is related to the 

present. Joe Layton, Tony Award winning chore·ographer 

states: 

How do you make a Seventies tap dance? You cannot 
put it in a Broadway show because a Broadway show 
is expressing itself in other terms. I don't know 
if you can update it until somebody choreographs a 
terrific tap ballet, and then it will always be 
there for whenever it'· s needed. I should think 
that if there was a tap company formed that was 
brilliantly choreographed, the tap expression 

1Ames and Siegelman, Book of Tap, p. 115
2Ibid., p. 113.
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could work for that, but the expression would be in 
its own milieu. A tap company could use contemporary 
music, classical music, or anything. It's just sound -
sound and movement. But you have to make sure that 
you 1 re enhancing, via the sound and the movement, some
thing that is dance worthy. Then it doesn't need a 
period. You wouldn't have to know what year it was 
choreographed. If you want to ask, "How do we do a 
Seventies tap?" then the subject matter has to be 
Seventies, the music has to be Seventies, and the 
expression of energy has to be a Seventies society 
expression of energy.1

Prior to selecting material for the choreographic 

thesis, the choreographer became familiar with the early 

tap dance work of Ruth Walton through a series of pamphlets 

entitled Audio Dance Correspondence Course. Ms. Walton 

described her attempts to put tap dance on the concert 

stage. Her tap dance dramatization of Frankie and Johnny 

serves as the inspiration for this choreographer's dramatic 

action piece, "Cool".2

The chor�ographer attempted to find literature on 

tap dance which is current but little could be found. Only 

two theses mentioned the need for continued interest in tap 

dance. Alice Martin, in 1953, surveyed several colleges 

and universities. She found that not enough tap classes 

were offered by colleges to meet the demands of the students. 

1Ames and Siegelman, Book of Tap, p. 11 8.

2walton, Ruth, Audio Dance, A Ruth Walton Correspon
dence Course, Section A.B.C., 1956 
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She felt that colleges should put more emphasis on tap dance 

in education.1 The present choreographer also feels that

emphasizing tap dance in the schools would encourage 

experimentation in tap choreography and increase its 

potential growth. 

Carole Rae choreographed a suite of dances which 

traced the historical development of dance. She excluded 

tap dance in the suite because she lacked the necessary 

tap skills, but suggested that a creative tap thesis might 

be done in which the historical development of tap was 

traced.2

Related Choreography 

Several choreographers have created works which are 

related to the choreographic thesis. Mrs. Gladys Keeton, 

Assistant Professor at the Texas Woman's University, teaches 

tap dance and has been experimenting with this dance· form 

for several years in performance as well as in the classroom. 

In the Spring of 1977, Mrs. Keeton created a tap number 

which employed futuristic costumes and live music consisting 

1Martin, Alice Janyce, A Study To Determine ·the
Present Status of Tap Dance in Selected Colleges and Univer
sities in the United States, M.A. Thesis, Texas State College 
for Woman, 1953. 

2Rae, Carole Yvonne, Dance Commentary: An Original
Suite of Fourteen Dances, Ph.D. Dissertation, The Texas 
Woman's University, May 1973, p. 291. 
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of an original, percussive piano composition.1 This

cporeographer also employed the use of an unusual setting 

and percussive accompaniment for "Too Lazy to be Crazy". 

Tap dances presented by a tap class at the Texas 

Woman's University emphasizing choreography also related to 

the thesis. Several original compositions employed dramatic 

characterization, as used in "Cool", and some of the 

compositions employed comic elements. Comedic actions 

were also presented in "Too Lazy to be Crazy". 

The popular CBS television personalities, Shields 

and Yarnell, always include tap dance on their summer 

television shows in 1977. Ms. Yarnell, an outstanding tap 

technician, occasionally borrowed settings and costume 

ideas from tap dancing's past, but the majority of her 

numbers were performed in modern dress and realistic 

settings. This choreographer also attempted to use 

neutrality in costumes and sets for "Three Variations on 

an Unidentified Theme" and "I Got Rhythm • . • and Sometimes 

I Don't" in order to focus attention on the dancing itself 

and to avoid assigning a specific time period to the dances. 

Twyla Tharp's· composition, Sue's Leg (1976}, combines 

modern and tap dance although not in the same style as 

1Keeton, Gladys,"Never Ending,"Spring Concert, The
Texas Woman's University, 1977. 
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"Three Variations on an Unidentified Theme". Ms. Tharp's 

troupe danced in the modern idiom, wearing soft shoes while 

mimicking tap steps. The music used was from the Thirties 

and Forties. This choreographer used the tap idiom in 

combination with modern movements. Only one dancer, in the 

final segment, danced modern movement, sections of which 

were imitative of tap steps, without tap shoes. The music 

used was current except for Cool which was released in the 

Fifties. 

Jane Goldberg, a tap historian and choreographer, 

presented a tap concert in the Spring of 1978 in New York 

which met with overwhelming success according to critic 

Linda Small who observed the standing-room-only audience. 

Ms. Goldberg attempted to bring the excitement of the early 

tap days back while making tap fresh and appealing to 

today's audience. In one number, a soloist performs a 

duet with a drummer. This choreographer also used a number 

with tap and percussion accompaniment. Another dance of 

Ms. Goldberg's consis�ed of a duet in which two tap dancers 

mirror or· counterpoint each other, a device similar to that 

used by this choreographer in "I Got Rhythm • • •  and Some

times I Don't". This choreographer felt that a quotation 

from Dance Magazine reflects her own objectives: "Maybe 
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Goldberg and her friends will help tap to make a much

desired comeback. The only thing that should follow It's 

About Time is more of the same.11 1

The choreographer was unable to find any information 

to indicate that a tap choreographic thesis has been per

formed prior to hers. Related literature and choreography 

dealing with tap dance in the present and future is extremely 

limited. It is hoped that renewed interest in tap dance will 

inspire more up-to-date material. 

1small, Linda, "Reviews", Dance Magazine, May 1978,

pp. 4 3, 45. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF PROCEDURE 

The problem of the thesis was to choreograph a suite 

of contemporary tap dances appropriate for the concert stage. 

The choreographer began by selecting the music, choosing 

the dancers, determining the choreographic process, arrang

ing for the rehearsals, selecting the costumes, plotting 

the lighting design, planning the set design, and arranging 

for the production and evaluation of the final work. Each 

of these aspects is discussed in detail in the following 

paragraphs. 

Selection of Music 

Tap dance has not kept up with the times musically. 

The choreographer, therefore, either chose music considered 

to be contemporary or music which would lend itself to a 

contemporary concept of tap choreography. 

Life Suite
1 

composed by Stanley Clarke was used 

because it abounds with mood, style and tempo changes and 

because his work is regarded by jazz critics and musicians 

as part of a new wave in jazz music. Jazz polls that 

·
1

c1arke, Stanley, Life Suite, Nemperor Records, 
NE 43 1, New York, 1 974. 

22 
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appeared in Downbeat Magazine indicated that Clark's music 

is contemporary and relevant.1

2A less recent piece, "Cool" from West Side Story 

(1957) was selected because it combines elements of jazz 

and dance drama. Lik� the Clarke composition, it includes 

tempo changes and shifts in dynamics. It also requires 

adaptation of tap sounds to vocal interpretations alternat

ing with strong instrumentation. Although Bernstein's piece 

is not the most contemporary, it provides a mixture of 

semi-classical, jazz and pop. Many dancers, in seeking 

ways to expand the scope of tap, have used classical mu.sic. 

This concept is an interesting one, but not all classics 

are suitable to tap. Paul Draper, the best known concert 

tap dancer, used music such as that of Bach and Couperin 

effectively, but not completely successfully. As dancer 

Pete Nugent stated, "His steps are kind of intellectual. 

they miss that swinging feeling." 3 Marshall Stearns added,

"In blending two or more diverse styles, Draper is bound to 

1nownbeat Magazine Jazz Polls, 1974-1978.

2Bernstein, Leonard and Sondheim, Stephen, West Side
Story, Columbia Records, S32603, New York, 1973. 

3stearns, Marshall and Jean, Jazz Dance: The Story
of American Vernacular Dance, MacMillan Co., New York, 1968.
p. 350.
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lose something. Perhaps a loss of rhythm was inevitable for 

although the music of Bach moves - and merrily - it does not 

swing in the jazz sense."
1 

The choreographer, therefore,

employed music which could be considered classical and 

"swing" at the same time. 

The sounds of tap dance can be considered as a 

musical instrument because they are rhythmical and percus

sive. The choreographer desired music which could employ 

tap specifically as sound, as well as movement. Alphonse 

Mouzon's Out Of The Desert
2 

was chosen because it is a total 

percussion piece. Tap could be added as another rhythmic 

sound by filling in or paralleling the music. The album 

the choreographer used, Virtue, is a new and original jazz 

recording by Alphonse Mouzon, jazz drummer and percussionist. 

It was decided that the final dance would be per

formed without music to emphasize the musical quality of 

tap dance. 

Selection of the Dancers 

Three dancers, including the choreographer, were 

chosen to perform the tap dance suite. Unfortunately, 

since tap dance is not stressed in educational settings 

1
rbid. 

2
Mouzon, Alphonse, Virtue, MPS 1S 498, Hamburg, 

West Germany, 1977. 
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it is difficult to find versatile tap dancers for a thesis. 

for this re�son the choreographer had to limit the number 

of dancers to those capable of performing the piece. 

Another reason for using only three dancers was 

that although the dancers chosen exhibited natural rhythmic 

ability they were originally at an intermediate level in 

tap technique. Therefore, the choreographer was required 

to teach the dancers the advanced material used in the 

work. Also, because of the limits of rehearsal scheduling 

and a set performance date, fewer dancers could be taught 

more effectively in the limited time available. 

In order to perform the work as intended, the 

choreographer felt that three distinct qualities were 

mandatory: 1) sound technical basics in tap, 2) a strong 

sense of rhythm, and ability to keep time with the music, 

and 3) acting ability. Other qualities which the 

choreographer deemed desirable were dependability, coopera

tion, diligence and good stage appearance. One additional 

consideration was the availability of the dancers for 

rehearsal. 

No formal auditions were held; the dancers were 

chosen on the basis of the choreographer's previous 

observation of the dancers in class, in performance and 
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by recommendation of Gladys Keeton, tap instructor at the 

Texas Woman's University. 

The choreographer chose to dance in the work for 

several reasons: 1) the number of capable tap dancers 

available for the production was limited, 2) the choreo

grapher would not have to teach herself the material she 

would use, 3) she would be present at all rehearsals, 

and 4) she possessed the three essential qualities 

mentioned previously. 

The first dance, "Three Variations on an Unidentif

ied Theme" used all three dancers. Groupings were varied 

throughout the piece in order to counteract an excess of 

symmetry. The diagrams on page 27 illustrate the groupings 

used. In Section III two dancers performing the tap were 

groupe.d according to similarity_ in height, while the. third 

and tallest dancer performed the modern dance segment. 

The two dancers minus the choreographer were used 

in "Too Lazy to be Crazy". The distinct comedic character

izations required of the dancers demanded acting ability. 

One of the dancers tapped while seated in a chair stage 

left and portrayed an introverted asylum inmate. The 

other dancer, depicting an extrovert, remained stage right, 

moving up and downstage while dancing out of rhythm to the 

music. 
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"Cool" also required a combination of dance-drama 

but the dancers had to switch from a comedic style to a 

more serious style in a matter of seconds. One dancer 

played the part of the troubled youth, one played the 

leader, and the other dancer was a gang member who played 

a minor role. The two major characters had to rely on 

each other for dramatic feedback. The mood of each 

dancer also had to change noticeably as the piece progressed. 

The dance itself employed dance styles of jazz and tap, 

including an improvisation section. Therefore, the dancers 

had to be able to work in both idioms simultaneously and 

sometimes separately. 

The final dance, " I  Got Rhythm • • • and Sometimes 

I Don't" was chiefly a display of tap sounds emphasizing 

rhythmic patterns. It was necessary, therefore, for the 

dancers to make clear sounds, maintain a steady tempo 

without the aid of music and project a sense of inherent 

rhythm. The structure of the dance, the tap challenge, 

was based on the feedback of the soloist and the other two 

dancers tapping in unison. Although the dance was choreo

graphed, the dancers had to display a· feeling of spontaneity 

and fun. 
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Choreographing the Dance 

"Cool" was the first dance of the suite to be 

choreographed. The choreographer followed the dramatic 

story line of the piece which had two main characters. 

Two dancers were used with the third representing the rest 

of "the gang". The dance was choreographed and then 

taught to the dancers. 

"Three Variations on an Unidentified Theme" was 

begun when "Cool" was completed. The opening section of 

this dance had been choreographed as a modern dance 

composition for a class. The choreographer decided that 

the style of the composition would be well suited for a 

tap-modern section and became Section I. Section III was 

choreographed next because the music strongly suggested 

latin rhythms and was therefore easier for the choreographer 

to conceive. The modern dance was then set around the tap 

sequence. Because of the fast tempo and more complex 

rhythms, Section II was choreographed last. Variety of 

style was stressed in this section·in order to break up the 

more rigid structures_ of Section I and·III. Special effort

was made to counterpoint the rhythms of the music with the 

tap sounds. A Spanish segment was set in Section II because 

the choreographer wished to show the compatibility and 
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similarity between tap and Flamenco dance forms. The 

Spanish segment was also complementary to the fast tempo 

and rhythm. 

The concept of "Too Lazy to be Crazy" began as an 

experiment in using the sounds of tap and the sounds of 

percussion together.· The choreographer used tap as another 

percussive instrument by creating an additional rhythmic 

line to the music. The choreographer also experimented 

with various surfaces and props, deciding that one dancer 

would perform the percussive tap steps while seated in a 

chair. At this point the dance grew in a comedic direction. 

The style of the steps performed in the chair sequence 

suggested a character who was deadpan, introverted and 

passive. The second character was choreographed to contrast 

the introvert. In this manner, an asymmetrical duet was 

performed. The extroverted character performed large, 

aggressive movements, and occasionally performed out-of-meter, 

out-of-rhythm steps to contrast with the precise, percussive 

rhythms of the introvert. 

Work began on-the final piece which originally was a 

tap-character dance performed to another Bernstein compos

ition. After two weeks of choreographing, however, the 

project was abandoned because it did not fulfill the 
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choreographer's purpose. Instead, the idea of using tap 

as a solo instrument and dance skill was chosen. The 

choreographer created her own solo steps first then the 

dance steps of the other two dancers. The separate parts 

were then put into a sequence. The finale was choreo

graphed after the final dance had been completed and taught 

to the dancers. 

The suite was shown to the thesis committee and 

suggestions for improvement were given. The choreographer 

selected appropriate suggestions and incorporated them into 

the work. At the final showing the thesis was approved by 

the committee for pro.duction. 

Rehearsals 

Rehearsals were held each weekday for at least an 

hour and a half to two hours a day for approximately two· 

months. Occasional weekend rehearsals were held to solve 

specific·problems or to work with an indiv!
°

dual dancer. 

Two weeks before the production, rehearsals were increased 

to two to three hours per day with approximately three of 

the rehearsals a week being held in Redbud Auditorium. 

During the week of technical rehearsals, only two rehearsals 

outside the theatre were held. 

The dance facilities at Texas Woman's University 

were used for rehearsals. Due to previous theatre scheduling, 
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only two technical rehearsals were held on the Tuesday and 

Wednesday prior to the Friday performance. 

Costumes 

Costumes were considered in the early stages of the 

choreographic process. Due to the nature of the tap suite, 

it appeared that one costume design would not be adequate 

for each of the four dances, but the rapid transitions from 

one dance to the next did not allow time for costume changes. 

It was decided, therefore, that the costumes would be 

designed to function for the entire suite rather than to 

support each segment. Black turtleneck leotards and black 

tights were chosen by the choreographer for all three 

dancers because she felt black could represent the different 

moods of the dances better than any other single color could. 

The transition between "Too Lazy to be Crazy" and. "Cool" 

made it possible to add jazz pants in different colors over· 

the leotards and to I:'.emove them in time for the final dance. 

Lighting Design 

The performance of the tap work was originally 

planned for another location which did not have facilities 

for lighting design. When the performance was moved to 

Redbud Auditorium, it was decided to design the lights 

around the light plot used by Ms. Kay Russell, (See 
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Appendix D, Light Plot) who was also presenting her thesis 

on the same night. The lights were set on the first night 

of technical rehearsals. The choreographer was assisted by 

the pr_oduction manager, the stage manager, and the University 

lighting crew. 

Lights were designed for "Three Variations" to 

reflect its many moods. The opening section used strong 

bluish tones and weaker red tones. The lights were low so 

that the stage was fairly dark. A beam of stronger white 

light came from stage-left to create an almost silhouette 

effect. 

As the second section opened the lights were brought 

up to a bright purplish tone. Red and yellow backlighting 

was added to the Spanish segment of Section II for a fiery, 

intense effect and then slowly faded. Section III had 

bright yellowish light to suggest a light, warm, latin 

mood. When the last dancer on stage struck the final pose, 

the lights blacked out abruptly. 

"Too Lazy to be Crazy" had no lighting changes 

within the piece. Bright red tones were used to suggest 

emotional intensity and a bizarre environment. The lights 

brightened to reveal an empty stage. The dancers then 

entered on cue. At the final pose the lights faded to black. 
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The choreographer designed the lights in "Cool" 

to simulate street light falling into a darkened back alley. 

The cyclorama remained unlit, the majority of the l_ight 

coming from the beam and side light trees, creating shadows 

which the dancers utilized to heighten the dramatic mood. 

A blackout followed the dancer's last gesture. 

For the final piece "I Got Rhythm • • •  ",  the empty 

stage was lit with a bright white light which remained 

constant until the end of the dance. The final pose was a 

signal to the light crew for an abrupt blackout. 

Set 

No sets were used for "Three Variations". A gray 

stage curtain was used· for a backdrop. Two brick-wall flats 

were used as the backdrop for "Too Lazy to be Crazy". The 

desired effect was that of being closed in and isolated, as 

in an institution. 

This same wall was adaptable as the setting for 

"Cool", but a garbage can was added to created the effect 

of a back alley. The wall was removed for "I_ Got Rhythm. 

The stage appeared exactly as it did for the first dance. 

The set changes were kept at a minimum and simple 

in nature because of the need to provide continuity for 

the work.

. . 

---
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Production 

The first production procedure was to secure a 

facility for performance. Dates for technical rehearsals 

and the performance were then set. A date for a Master's 

Thesis Concert had been secured for April 14, 1978,in 

Redbud Auditorium by the Dance Department through the 

office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs of the 

Texas Woman's University. This was confirmed in the fall 

semester of 1977. 

The second procedure involved making two concert· 

tapes. New copies of the recordings were purchased and 

the two tapes were produced at a local sound studio. 

Publicity duties were shared equally by the choreographer 

and her co-producer for the evening. The choreographer 

wrote the press releases and delivered them·to the Lass-0, 

the campus newspaper, and to the Denton·Record Chronicle, 

the city newspaper. The printing of the programs and 

flyers was handled by the co-producer. (See Appendix B, 

Concert Program). Flyers were distributed to the campus 

of Texas Woman's University and North Texas State University 

in Denton, and ·to appropriate locations throughout the 

Denton community. (See Appendix C, Concert Flyers). 

Details of the technical rehearsals were conducted 

by the production manager and stage manager while selection 
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of the ushers was handled by the house manager. The public 

performance, Dance and All That Jazz, was presented on 

Friday, April 14, 1978 at 8:00 P.M. in Redbud Auditorium. 

Evaluation 

The thesis was evaluated by the three members of 

the thesis committee and ten members of the audience the 

evening of the performance. The evaluation forms were 

issued to the evaluators by the ushers as they entered the 

theatre. The ten members of the audience were selected at 

random and returned their forms to the ushers as they left 

the theatre at the end of the performance. The thesis 

committee returned their evaluation forms to the choreo

grapher several days later. (See Appendix A, Evaluation 

Forms). Discussion of the evaluation forms will·.follow 

in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK 

Three Variations on an Unidentified Theme 

In the opening segment the curtain was raised to 

reveal the dancers kneeling on stage in area IX in a 

us 
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SR VIII IX 

VII VI 
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III 

IV 

V 

triangular formation. As 

the music increased in volume 

SL the dancers' movements flowed 

with the languid quality of 

the music. On the strong 

upbeat the dancers had reached 

a standing position with arms extended and had begun to move 

toward area IV with small steps. Having reached the pre

arranged destination the dancers slowly sank to the floor 

then logrolled into area VI and jumped to a standing position. 

With steps performed in a latin rhythm the dancers moved 

upstage in the triangular formation. Dancers A .and B moved 

toward areas I and III respectively with the same steps 

just executed, dancer C followed dancer B to area III 

approximately eight counts later. 

In the second segment dancer A re-entered from 

area I and moved to area IX with a series of coupe ball

changes. She passed through center stage and exited into 

37 
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area V. As she exited dancers B and C entered from area III 

and traveled through center stage with hops, kicks, and 

fouettes. Dancer B exited from area VII, dancer C exited 

from area I. Dancer A re-entered on a diagonal path from 

area V to area I and picked up dancers B and C. The three 

re-entered with flamenco steps from area I and proceeded in 

a straight line across area II. With varying flamenco 

steps they traveled downstage into area VI and exited into 

area V. 

In the third segment dancers A and B re-entered 

from area IV and V with chasses and spinning movements 

covering the entire stage; dancer B ended in area VIII, 
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dancer A in area IV. Both 

continued to spin as they 

paralleled.the music. Dance� 

C entered from area V with

out shoes reflecting the 

movement of dancers A and B 

and proceeded into area VI. Movements from section I were

repeated before the group split up into a duet and solo.

Dancers A and B continued the tap motif while dancer C

interpreted the motif through modern movements. The dancers 

proceeded to area IX, reforming the triangle. Dancer C 

leaped between dancers A and B as they traveled on a
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diagonal line and ended in a prone position on the floor in 

the area VII with her head toward center stage. Dancers A 

and B exited on a diagonal path toward area V. 

Too Lazy to be Crazy 

Dancer A entered from area IV before the music began 

carrying a chair with great affection. She set it down in 

area IX very gently and proceeded to sit on the chair. 

Dancer B entered from area VIII with a shuffling gait and 

moronic posture, taking a position to the right and behind 

dancer A. 

As the music began dancer A tapped to the rhythm. 

Dancer B bent backward with eyes focused on the grid and 

continued in this manner for approximately forty-eight 
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counts. Meanwhile, dancer A 

threw her leg over the chair 

and slid down so her feet 

were in the air. She then 

returned to a sitting posi-

tion. As dancer B turned 

to grin in a crazed manner at the audience, dancer A again 

threw her leg over the chair and ended lying across it. 

Dancer B proceeded to move toward area II with maniacal 

movements to the wall while dancer A repositioned herself 
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on the chair, her back toward the audience, slumped down 

continuously tapping. Dancer B, back at the wall, made 

several attempts at double pullbacks, time steps, and 

waltz clogs - all out of rhythm to the music. Meanwhile, 

dancer A repositioned herself again so she was in her 

starting position. She slowly rose and lowered herself to 

the chair again, picking up the beat of the music once 

more. Dancer B, in a crazed manner, started to roam the 

stage with flap ball-changes and began to verbalize the 

step. She circled around behind the dancer in the chair 

and moved to the right of her. This behavior continued 

until both dancers were caught by surprise as the music 

ended. They stared at each other and applauded, dancer• A 

with her feet, dancer B with her hands. Dancer B shuffled 

back into area VIII; dancer A exited with the chair into 

area IV. 

Cool 

Before the music started dancer A entered from 

area v, lit a cigarette, looked around and walked, stealth

ily, toward area I. Dancer C joined her there from area I 

and also lit a cigarette. 

As the music began, dancer B entered with a run

from area III, and slid into area IX acting very nervous.

Dancer c, who portrayed the cool leader of the gang, moved
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toward dancer B with flap steps. She "conversed" with B 

and they both moved off with sudden sliding movements; B 

moved toward area VII; C toward area v. They stopped and 

us turned to face each other. 

I II III With a series of chaines 

SR VIII IX IV SL dancer B traveled downstage. 

VII VI V Dancer C followed a few 

DS 
counts later with the same 

flap step combination she 

entered with. They remained in area VI, tapping to the 

rhythm of the music before splitting up and flapping to 

opposite sides of the stage. Dancer A moved from area I 

to area III and all three dancers re-grouped focally before 

splitting up again. Dancers A and C traveled with ball

changes and flap ball-change turns in a diagonal path to 

area VII ending in double-triple time steps focusing on 

dancer B who had traveled upstage into area II and was hug

ging the wall in a fearful manner. Dancers A and C proceeded 

upstage with flap ball-changes and re-grouped with dancer B 

in area II and all three moved in unison through a series of 

tap steps which brought them downstage into area VI and into 

aggressive play with the audience. They again split up, A 

moved off to area VIII, B and C moved off to area IV. 

Paralleling the music the three dancers moved toward center 
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stage with cramproll turns and back-flaps passing by each 

othei- with great tension. The movements were repeated in 

the opposite direction. Twenty-four counts of improvi-

sation followed with each dancer required to do alternating 

patterns involving plie movements, movements in a high 

position, in a low position, and on the floor. The dancers 

re-grouped in area IX and executed shuffle-pullbacks and 

grapevine steps toward area VIII. The shuffle-pullbacks 
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were repeated and with slides 

the dancers moved themselves 

SL into area V. Dancers A and 

C posed and B continued with 

flap ball-changes to a more 

downstage position in area v.

Dancers A and c, repeating her steps, moved toward her and 

lifted her into the air. They all turned and flap ball

changed toward area IX. Movements from an earlier section 

were repeated with more dynamics, again paralleling the 

music. As the music started to "cool" down, dancer A began 

to move off stage with flap-steps and exited in area III. 

Dancer c followed her shortly thereafter and also exited in 

area III. Dancer B followed C similar fashion and ended by 

spinning around to assume a police firing stance with her 

right arm extended toward the audience. 
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I Got Rhythm • • •  and Sometimes I Don't 

This dance was executed without music. Dancer A 

entered from area IV and began to walk around the stage 

alternately breaking into fancy tap rhythmic patterns and 
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picked up the walk again. 

She continued with her 

solo covering the stage. 

She moved upstage and 

took up a position in area 

II with her back toward 

the audience. On a pre-arranged signal dancers B and C 

entered from area III and I, respectively. They moved 

toward area IX with a· "tap duel", each trying to outdo the 

other with time�step variations. They came together at 

center stage and executed double-triple time-steps then 

moved into areas V and VII, again respectively. Dancer A 

again began her solo work traveling down center to area IX. 

On a series of back-flaps, dancer A was joined by dancer C. 

Eight counts later dancer B joined the group with the same 

steps and they ended in a triangular formation in area II. 

In unison they performed a tap enchainrnent which slowly 

dissolved as dancers B and C became confused and disgusted 

with the whole business and left the stage; B exited first 

into area IV, c exited into area I. Dancer A continued, 
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oblivious to the disappearance of the other two dancers, 

to finish the tap sequence. She then noticed the empty 

stage and began to walk toward area III. Dancer C immedi-

US ately stepped out and 

I II III pursued dancer A to center 

SR VIII IX IV SL stage. Dancer A moved over 

VII VI V to area I and was immediately 

DS 
pursued by dancer c, again 

to center stage. Another 

series of time-steps were performed by the three dancers 

in unison and the dance ended. 



CHAPTER V 

EVALUATION 

The thesis production was evaluated by the three 

committee members and ten random members of the audience. 

The evaluation form selected by the choreographer was 

taken from the doctoral dissertation of Terry Worthy.1

(See Appendix A, Evaluation Form). The criteria for the 

evaluation of the choreography are listed below: 

1. Demonstrates an effective solution to the

choreographer's stated problem.

2. Demonstrates that the selected theme (dance

idea) is suitable for development through the

dance medium.

3. Demonstrates effective selection and development

of materials thereby producing organic form.·

4. Demonstrates an inventive approach to the

thematic source and its treatment.

5. Communicates the dance intent with clarity,

thus is free of extraneous movement, elements,

and development.

1worthy, Terry, The Creative Thesis: Criteria for
Procedural Development and Evaluation, Doctoral Dissertation, 
Denton, Texas, May 1977. 

45 
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6. Employs movements and dance style appropriate

to the choreographic intent.

7. Demonstrates thorough development of movement

themes and inventive movement relationships.

8. Employs an inventive approach which creates

images and alludes to ideas, thus avoiding a

literal reproduction.

9. Demonstrates effective use of repetition in

order to explicate dominant or significant

passages.

10. Demonstrates sufficient and effective variety

to maintain interest.

11. Develops from the initial phase to conclusion

with effective and subtle transition.

12. Demonstrates effective manipulation of movement

qualities to convey intent and avoid monotony

in dynamics.

13. Demonstrates effective use of space patterns.

and relationships in order to further the

intent and create visual or psychological

interest.

14. Demonstrates effective rhythmic pattern and

rhythmic organization in accordance with the

dance idea.
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15. Progresses toward and reaches a high point of

interest.

16. Employs production elements (lights, costumes,

set design, properties and accompaniment}

effectively to enhance the choreographic work.

17. Employs accompaniment appropriate in scope

and character to the dance idea and movement

style.

18. Is performed with vitality and sufficient

technical proficiency.

19. Is of sufficient interest to capture and main

tain audience attention.

The choreographer felt that this evaluation form was 

not completely satisfactory. The grading system was confus

ing and some of the criteria were not understood by. several 

members of the audience. Therefol:'.e, the evaluations were 

found to not be completely valid. 

At this point the choreographer reviewed and analyzed 

her own work. In the following paragraphs, the work will be 

discussed first as a wholei then each dance will be critiqued 

for its weaknesses and strengths. 

overall the choreographer felt that the immediate 

problem was solved and the thesis was successful. The 

choreographer was not_ completely satisfied, however, that 
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the problem of presenting tap danc� to the public as a 

contemporary art form had been solved. From a personal 

viewpoint the choreographer is not completely satisfied 

that she explored all possibilities or developed tap choreo

graphy to its highest potential but does feel that this 

thesi� will serve as a springboard: for future experimentation. 

From the beginning, there were several problems 

involved in presenting a tap thesis. First, because of a 

certain amount of prejudice against tap dance as a concert 

form, a strong argument had to be made in order to get the 

thesis idea accepted. The choreographer was required to 

present tap dance in a contemporary style, although ballet 

continues to be presented as it was two hundred years ago. 

Fortunately the thesis committee members were open-minded 

and amenable to the concept of a tap dance thesis and 

allowed the choreographer the freedom to experiment with 

the idea. 

The second major problem was the production of the 

thesis. The dances were choreographed at first to be 

presented in the round. Because of bad acoustics and waxed 

floors in the selected facility, the thesis presentation 

was relocated to a theatre which was believed to be a better 

atmosphere for the performance. But because of several trap 
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doors in the middle of the stage, the sounds of the taps 

were altered and occasionally unclear. 

Because of problems encountered by the production 

crew, only two technical rehearsals were held. On the night 

of the dress rehearsal the second run-through was cut short 

because of a previous commitment by the production crew. 

The choreographer did not feel, therefore, that sufficient 

time was allowed to set the lights and was not completely 

satisfied with the design. The costume design used for the 

thesis was criticized by some members of the committee 

although the choreographer felt that it was well suited to 

the problems of presenting four different dances in succes

sion. Alternatives to the black leotards and tights could 

have been the use of white leotards and tights, projecting 

light design on the costumes for various effects, or having 

used longer transitions between each dance allowing the 

dancers to change. The choreographer believed that the 

latter solution would have made the thesis production too 

long for the audience. 

Another problem was the availability of dancers� 

The choreographer felt it was necessary to perform in the 

work which hampered development and critical analysis of 

the choreography. The other two dancers were on the 

intermediate level of skill, and were required to learn 
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and perform advanced material. The choreographer was 

satisfied that the dancers learned the material rapidly 

and performed it adequately. 

Lack of experience on the part of the choreographer 

was another hindrance. The tap thesis was the choreographer's 

first major choreographic work. She therefore, felt limited 

in developing the complete thesis potential. 

Three Variations on an Unidentified Theme 

Certain weaknesses and strengths were apparent in 

each dance. One of the weaknesses in "Three Variations" 

was lack of total upper body movement. In Section III, for 

example, the choreographer desired a light, latin flavor 

which could have been achieved by the proper torso and arm 

movements. This effect was not fully developed. At certain 

times the dancers felt insecure with the steps, consequently 

there were areas in the dance which lacked strong dynamics 

when they were needed. The spacing in Section I and III 

was not always correct. This was due to problems of the 

individual dancers and not the choreography. The costumes 

worked well except in Section I. The dancers began the 

sequence on the floor and when they rose to a standing 

position dust was noticeable on the leotards. The lights 

in this section had been designed to silhouette the dancers; 

but due to lack of equipment, this effect was not possible. 
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Timing on some of the light cues was not correct, but this 

was the fault of the lighting crew and limited technical 

rehearsal time and not in the choreography. 

Section III was generally weak because of lack of 

unity. When the modern dancer's position was changed from 

upstage left to downstage center, more emphasis was placed 

on her movements which were originally planned to be less 

obtrusive than those of the tap dancers. Because of the 

proximity of the performance date, few changes were made 

to make the modern dancer's movements more interesting and 

integrated with the other dancers'. The weakness of the 

final section consequently weakened the overall effect of 

the dance. 

The strength of "Three Variati.ons" was the variety

of dance styles used. The modern dance movements·which 

were employed adapted well to tap dance. The choreographer 

was also able to use Spanish dance movements successfully 

and then flow to another style. These three styles were 

performed to jazz music. 

The choreographer was pleased with the rhythmic 

patterns and use of counterpoint throughout this dance. 

The audience reaction was extremely favorable to the 

rhythmic· structure of. the piece. The. floor patterns were

also varied and pleasing to the audience. The music in 
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Section II was difficult because of the fast tempo and 

changing accents but the choreographer felt that she handled 

the problem well. 

Too Lazy to be Crazy 

Basically the·choreographer felt that there were few 

weaknesses in this piece. However, since the choreographer 

did not dance in it, she was able to observe and critique 

the dance frequently. The part of the extrovert could have 

been improved in making the steps more noticably out-of

meter and out-of-rhythm. 

The choreographer was pleased with the set as a 

suggestion of isolation and not necessarily a defined 

location, although the cyclorama lowered only halfway 

interfered with the overall effect. The entire dance was 

executed in red lighting tones, which succeeded in creating 

the desired bizarre effect. The characters were developed 

as much as the choreographer intended, and were apparent 

to the audience according to their evaluations. The tapping 

of two different rhythms simultaneously did not affect the 

performance of the dancers who possessed sufficient skill 

to perform certain difficult movements. The intent of the 

choreography, with its use of novelty, appeared to be 

communicated to the audience. 
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Cool 

"Cool" was intended to be a fusion of tap and jazz, 

employing elements of dance-drama. Many problems were 

encountered with choreographing this dance. Despite the 

fact that the majority of rehearsal times were spent on 

this piece, the characters were never fully developed. One 

reason for this was that the difficulty of the steps and 

the unusual musical phrasing required complete concentration 

on the part of the dancers at the point of performance. The 

dancers needed more confidence in the mastery of the move

ments in order to develop their characters. At times the 

individual dancers were inconsistent in maintaining their 

characters and the dance lost dramatic tension. To help 

the dancers with their characterizations, the choreographer 

could have used acting techniques such as imager·y, discus� 

sion of detail, and performing the dance with the use of 

dialogue as emotional cues instead of musical cues as 

rehearsal devices. 

The improvisational sequence in the dance was weak 

because it did not portray the emotional intensity of 

the characters. A more frenetic movement pattern would 

have been more dramatic. The choreographer did not view the 

· section sufficiently, however, to make the necessary alter

ations.

-
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The choreographer used dramatic phrasing of the 

music instead of rhythmic phrasing which made the counting 

of the music difficult. This presented problems to the 

dancers in maintaining rhythm which created unwanted tension 

during the performance. 

Due to problems with equipment, the desired lighting 

effects were limited. Where shadows were desired to 

heighten dramatic effect, the dancers found themselves 

in darkness. The problem created a loss of visibility for 

the audience and was a contributing factor in weakening 

the dramatic intent. 

The choreographer felt satisfied that using tap dance 

in a modern musical theatre piece was entirely feasible, 

although some audience members had preconceived notions 

about it due to previous exposure to the music in conjunc

tion with other dance idioms. On the whole the choreogra�her 

was not satisfied with this piece, but felt that it contained 

potential for further development. The characters had 

potential dramatic intensity. While the choreography itself 

contained a high degree of action and dynamics, these 

qualities were not completely realized. 

I Got Rhythm • • • and Sometimes I Don't 

This dance had the most potential for the choreo

grapher. "I Got Rhythm. • • " was a late substitute for an 
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earlier piece of choreography, so the choreographer had 

only one week to develop the choreography before the 

pre-scheduled performance. The choreographer felt that 

all of the weaknesses were caused by the time limitation. 

A good example of this was the lack of sufficient upper 

body involvement. 

The strengths involved in this dance were the use 

of the classic pattern of the tap challenge adapted for a 

contemporary audience, and the potential freedom to employ 

whatever rhythmic pattern the choreographer desired. A 

common problem among tap dancers is to speed up the tempo 

of the steps even when musical accompaniment is used, but 

the choreographer felt that the dancers performed well in 

maintaining the tempo throughout the dance without musical 

aids. 

The concept of the tap challenge was enjoyable to 

the dancers who performed it with energy and vitality. The 

floor patterns were appropriate for a tap challenge and 

provided a logical progression toward the climax. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this thesis was to present a suite 

of tap dances which would utilize tap dance in contemporary 

mediums. It was the choreographer's desire to elevate tap 

to an art form, not to relegate it only as a recreational 

form. The choreographer and the thesis committee agreed 

that the purpose was achieved successfully through the 

presentation of the work. 

The choreography process was begun by first select

ing the music. Then the choreographer worked privately in 

a studio to develop the steps, floor patterns, and desired 

sounds. The movement was set on the dancers as the choreo

graphy of each dance was completed. When the dance pieces 

were learned the choreographer used imagery to assist the 

dancers with creating their characters. Costumes, lighting 

and staging were considered after the conception of movement. 

The thesis was presented in a public performance 

on April 14, 1978 in Redbud Auditorium on the Texas 

Woman's University campus. �ll production aspects of the 

concert were adequate co�sidering the limited technical 

rehearsal time. Despite the limitations, the performance 
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went relatively smoothly due to the diligence of the stage 

manager, lighting and sound crews, and the dancers. 

Based on returned evaluations and audience response 

the choreographer felt that, as a whole, the presentation 

was a success. It appeared, however, that using a less 

popular dance idiom presented more problems than might have 

been encountered when using another more widely accepted 

dance idiom. 

The written portion of the thesis was valuable to 

the choreographer in many ways. The most constructive 

aspect for the choreographer in writing the thesis was the 

critical analysis. This chapter helped the choreographer 

to focus on general and specific strengths and weaknesses 

in the choreography and was a valuable lesson concerning 

the production elements of dance. 

Further choreographic experimentation with tap 

dance for performance and educational purposes is highly 

recommended by this choreographer. Tap dance is useful to 

all dancers in developing a sense of rhythm,·and for 

development of rapid and accurate footwork and transfer 

of weight. 

As a concert form, tap dance should be recognized 

as a true American product. Any dancer w�o fails to 

recognize the wide variety of dance forms created by 
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man's need to express himself fails to comprehend his 

own art. 
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EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE CHOREOGRAPHY 

The following are criteria for use in evaluating the choreo
graphy and associated production elements. Please indicate
the importance of each criterion to effective choreography 
by designating (5) Excellent, (4) Above Average, (3) Good,
(2) Fair, (1) Poor.

The choreographic work: 

demonstrates an effective solution 
to the choreographer's stated 
problem 

demonstrates that the selected 
theme (dance idea) is suitable 
for development through the 
dance medium 

demonstrates effective selection 
and development of materials 
thereby producing organic form 

demonstrates an inventive approach 
to the thematic source and its 
treatment 

communicates the dance intent 
with clarity, thus is free of 
extraneous movement, elements, 
and development 

employs movements and dance strle
appropriate to the choreographic 
intent 

demonstrates thorough development 
of movement themes and inventive 
movement relationships 

employs an inventive approach 
which creates images and alludes 
to ideas, thus avoiding a literal 
reproduction 
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demonstrates effective use of 
repetition in order .to explicate 
dominant or significant passages 

demonstrates sufficient and 
effective variety to maintain 
interest 

develops from the initial phase 
to conclusion with effective and 
subtle transition 

demonstrates effective manipul
ation of movement qualities to 
convey intent and avoid monotony 
in dynamics 

demonstrates effective use of 
space patterns and relationships 
in order to further the intent 
and create visual or psycho
logical interest 

demonstrates effective rhythmic 
pattern and rhythmic organization 
in accordance with the dance idea 

employs production elements 
(lights, costumes, set design, 
properties and accompaniment) 
effectively to enhance the 
choreographic work 

employs accompaniment appropriate 
in scope and character to the 
dance idea and movement style 

is performed with vitality and 
sufficient technical proficiency 

is of sufficient interest to 
capture and maintain audience 
attention 

If you wish to suggest other criteria,
please do so and designate as 1, 2, 3,
4, or 5. 
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Dance 

and all that 

Jazz 

MASTERS CONCERT 

Friday, April 14, 1978 

8100 PM Redbud Auditorium 
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